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13” Rectangular RGB and Solid Color Wall Washer- 55W 45 degree beam angle

è All Weather Ip65
è Industrial Grade
è 36 High Power LED’s
è Extended Reach
è 45 degree Beam
è RGB/DMX Controlled
è 120VAC
è Built-in Color Changing
è Easily Daisy Chain Units
è Hard-Wire Unit
è 3 Year Warranty

è Weight: 9.65 lbs.
è Size: 13”L x 6”W x 8”H
è ETL Listed

Wide Flood RGB LED Wall Washer

This Rectangular Flood RGB LED Wall Washer is the perfect solution for flooding with 
rich color light a wide range of spaces. Its 36 RGB High Power LEDs (12 Red, 12 
green, 12 Blue), deliver amazing colors and brightness levels never seen before. 
Thanks to its  polycarbonate frosted wide angle output lenses, it can achieve a very 
precise color mixing, creating a perfect color projection without any blemishes or color 
mismatch.

Flood RGB LED Wall Washers are perfect for:

è Outdoor/Indoor projection of LED light
è Architectural and event LED lighting
è Room or space flood

DMX Control - Each  Flood LED wall washer comes with embedded DMX512 
protocol, 2 Input/Output XRL-DMX Connectors. This way the unit can be daisy chained 
to other units and run the same program seamlessly. This unit includes weatherproof 
sealing tape, in order to weatherproof all the DMX connections. There are a variety of 
simple and complex DMX controls available.

Auto Program - Each Flood LED Wall washer includes the auto program function, 
which enables the unit to run predefined internal programs, thus avoiding the necessity 
to acquire an external DMX Control system.

Some of the functions available in auto-program mode:
- Single color selection, (7 colors available: White, Red, Green, Blue, Yellow, Cyan; 
Magenta)
- 9 Brightness levels for single colors
- Fading program with 7 colors, and speed selection
- Flashing program with single color or moving colors

Wide Flood Single Color LED Wall Washer

Single Color LED Wall Washer is the perfect solution for flooding a wide range of 
spaces with rich light. Flood Single Color LED Wall Washers are available in Warm 
White, Daylight White, White, Red, Green and Blue. Its 36 Blue High Power LEDs 
deliver amazing Brightness levels never seen before.

Die cast Aluminum body - This unit can withstand hard abuse. Its tempered front 
glass, can withstand great impacts with out chipping or breaking.

Advanced Controls - If more precise control is needed, this unit can be controlled 
with many different products, enabling it to work on precise control schedules, timings, 
brightness levels and so forth. 

Main Product Features:

Specifications:
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